Phillip formally began his musical education in his hometown of Kansas City, Missouri. He later received his Bachelor’s degree at the University of Michigan studying with Yitzhak Schotten, and completed graduate work at Northwestern University under Peter Slowik. During this time, he won first prize in the Viola division of the 1994 National ASTA Music Competition and spent his summers studying at the Aspen Music Festival.

In Chicago, Phillip’s chamber music career began as a founding member of Sheridan Chamber Players, a group which focused on performing new works by local composers and was highlighted in the Dame Myra Hess national radio broadcast. Among Phillip’s solo and chamber music performances, he performs annually at the Chinitimini Chamber Music Festival in Corvallis, Oregon, and has performed in Denver with the Denali Ensemble, Ivy Street Ensemble, the Zephyr Ensemble, Metro State College’s Ariel Trio, and with the Friends of Chamber Music.

Timothy Shook

Timothy Shook is Chair of the Division of Performing Arts and Professor of Music at Southwestern College where he has taught since 1988. He teaches Applied Piano, Piano Class, Music History, and Creativity. In addition he operates a large independent piano studio in Wichita, Kansas, combining group and private instruction. He holds degrees from Kansas State University, Wichita (KS) State University, and the University of Oklahoma, where he received his Ph.D. Shook has presented workshops for music teachers throughout the Midwest, New York, Malaysia, and Singapore. In 2007, he was named the United Methodist Exemplary Teacher and was invited to be a Keynote Speaker for the Innovation Odyssey 2007 at the St. Francis Methodist School in Singapore. He has written several articles for Keys Magazine, Keyboard Companion, and Kansas Music Review. Shook is an active member of Music Teachers National Association (MTNA) through presenting papers and offering workshops. Serving in the divisional and state affiliates, he is the Composition Competition Chair for Kansas Music Teachers Association (KMTA) and for MTNA. He has presented papers and served on panels to the National Conference on Piano Pedagogy and has served as a discussion leader for the National Group Piano and Pedagogy Forum. Other distinctions include being named a Wye Faculty Seminar Fellow by The Aspen Institute.

For information about performing on DCINY’s series or about purchasing tickets to scheduled concerts, e-mail Concerts@DCINY.org, call 212–707–8566 or 877–MYDCINY (toll free), or visit our Web site at www.DCINY.org.
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Iris Derke, Co-Founder and General Director
Jonathan Griffith, Co-Founder and Artistic Director

Presents

Distinguished Concerts Artist Series

Stevens Viola Duo

Daniel Stevens, Viola
Phillip Stevens, Viola
Timothy Shook, Piano

Duo No. 3 for Two Violas
I. Allegro espressivo
II. Cantabile Scherzoso
III. Rondeau Presto

Allesandro Rolla (1757–1841)

8 Pieces for Two Violas and Piano, Op. 83 (transcribed)
V. Rumänische Melodie – Andante
III. Andante con moto
VI. Nachtgesang – Andante con moto

Max Bruch (1838–1920)

Rhapsody for Two Violas and Piano (World Premiere)

Christopher A. Schmitz (b. 1972)

INTERMISSION

Please make certain your cellular phone or other electronic devices are switched off.
Please hold your applause until the end of the final movement.

Meet the Performers

Daniel Stevens

Daniel Stevens joined Southwestern College in 2006 as the Assistant Professor of Music / Director of Strings, and the Mazie Barnett Kilmer Chair for String Education. His roles there include conductor and artistic director of the South Kansas Symphony at Southwestern College, coach of the Williams String Quartet, and teacher of applied violin/viola and other music department courses. Daniel also serves as the Executive Director/Conductor of the Southwestern College Youth Symphony, a regional orchestra for high school and middle school students.

Daniel is a permanent violist with the Tulsa Symphony Orchestra and has played with the Wichita Grand Opera, Tulsa Philharmonic, the Tulsa Opera Orchestra, Canton Symphony Orchestra, Akron Symphony, Firelands Symphony, and Wooster Symphony. He has held esteemed positions in the Aspen Music Festival Orchestra, the Wintergreen Music Festival Orchestra, and the Colorado Springs Music Festival Orchestra. As a soloist, Daniel was a 1998 Music Teachers National Association (MTNA) Regional Runner-Up Collegiate Soloist, and has been a feature chamber musician in the Ameropa International Chamber Music Festival in Prague. Daniel has studied viola with Dr. Susan Dubois, Dr. Laura Talbot, Peter Slomik, Jeffrey Irvine, and Dr. Steven Kruse.

Daniel served as the Instrumental Director of Central Christian School in Kidron, Ohio, and as the Worship & Arts Pastor at Yale Avenue Christian Church and Faith United Methodist Church in Tulsa, Oklahoma. A graduate of the Oberlin College Conservatory of Music and Oklahoma State University, Daniel is currently completing doctoral studies at the University of North Texas.

Phillip Stevens

Phillip Stevens, violist, is a member of the Colorado Symphony Orchestra and is Affiliate Professor of Viola at Metropolitan State College of Denver. In addition to joining the Colorado Symphony in 1996, Phillip has performed with the Rochester Philharmonic, the Ann Arbor Symphony, and the Grant Park Symphony Orchestra. Phillip also teaches privately and is active in educating youth through the Colorado Symphony’s educational programs Petite Musique and Once Upon a Time, as well as through Up Close and Musical and Friends of Chamber Music.
an excellent violist, studying composition with C. Villiers Stanford. In 1912 she was appointed violist in the previously all-male Queens Hall Orchestra.

Clarke earned her living as a traveling soloist and teacher and found “a refuge, an outlet, and finally a passion” in composition. She traveled and performed extensively in the U.S. and Europe during the 1920s and 1930s. Clarke achieved some recognition as a composer during the late 1910s and early 1920s but her output decreased into the 1930s, possibly because of the discouragement she faced as a composer.

During a holiday to visit her brothers in the U.S., Clarke was stranded when World War II engulfed England and she was denied a return visa. As the U.S. economy shifted to wartime production, musical employment was scarce and so she found work as a nanny. In 1944, she married Juilliard piano teacher James Friskin. She virtually ceased composing and lived on in New York into her 90s. After her death, her advocates organized the Rebecca Clarke Society, which has collected her manuscripts and is gradually getting them published.

The work we hear tonight, originally written for clarinet, viola, and piano in 1941, was first performed in 1942 at a Berkeley conference of the International Society of Contemporary Music, eliciting rave reviews. Clarke was proud to be the only woman of the 30 composers on the program. The music is neo-classical. The Allegro has a driving Stravinskoid momentum; the Pastorale a wistful melodic line over an Ostinato. Music critic Calum MacDonald wrote of this piece:

[A] salutary reminder of how good she actually was…. she presents an uncommon fusion of impeccable craftsmanship with strong and piercing emotion….The piece’s spiky counterpoint (especially the remarkable Scherzo in contrary motion) and the melancholically austere English folk–song style of the Pastorale put it among her most advanced works stylistically.

– Notes by Craig B. Leman

* Bruch’s Opus 83, published in 1910, was scored for clarinet, viola, and piano. The clarinet part was transcribed for viola by Phillip Stevens and R. J. Miller.

** Clarke’s Prelude, Allegro, and Pastorale was scored for clarinet, viola, and piano. The clarinet part was transcribed for viola by Daniel Stevens, with permission from both the Rebecca Clarke estate and Oxford Music Publishing, Inc.
Notes on the Program

**DUO NO. 3 IN F MAJOR FOR TWO VIOLAS**  
ALESSANDRO ROLLA  
(1757–1841)

Italian composer Alessandro Rolla was born in Pavia, studied in Milan, and began playing viola in La Scala at age 21. He later conducted that orchestra from 1808 to 1833 while teaching violin and viola at the Milan Conservatory. His best known pupil there was Nicolo Paganini. Rolla was an excellent violist who developed many of the ingredients of technique—fast passages in thirds and sixths, ultra-fast scales, left hand pizzicato—that Paganini later adopted for his violin and viola works. He was an early champion of Beethoven, introducing his symphonic and choral works throughout Italy and playing his chamber works at his home after retiring.

Rolla wrote over 500 compositions: 15 viola concertos, 19 violin concertos, 12 symphonies, and many chamber works, such as the viola duo performed this evening.

**8 PIECES FOR TWO VIOLAS AND PIANO, OPUS 83**  
MAX BRUCH  
(1838–1920)

Bruch was born in Cologne where his father was a police official and his mother a singer. He began composing at age nine; at 14 he won a prize—a four–year scholarship for advanced musical studies—and from there spent his life teaching, conducting, and composing hundreds of works in many forms. He labored in the shadow of his towering contemporary, Brahms, whom he admired and emulated. He also revered Schumann and Mendelssohn, rejected the Wagner–Liszt school, and never changed his compositional style while Strauss, Mahler, Debussy, Schoenberg, and Stravinsky were radically altering the scene. A master of orchestration with a gift for creating melody, Bruch also loved to incorporate folk tunes into his compositions, as in the fifth movement of Opus 83.

At the age of 70, he began Opus 83 as a set of eight pieces for his son, a clarinetist. In October 1908 he wrote, “There are now five pieces for clarinet, viola, and piano, and three for the same instruments plus harp.” Perhaps because harpists were scarce, the harp part was abolished and blended into the piano part when Opus 83 was finally published in 1910. Also, Bruch provided alternative parts—violin for clarinet and cello for viola —“to increase accessibility.”

Tonight, a second viola takes over for the clarinet. This seems appropriate, since Bruch loved the viola, declaring that it “can sing a melody better than a piano, and melody is the soul of music.” (My apologies to Timothy Shook for reporting this indiscretion.) Bruch himself declared that he did not intend that all eight works should be performed at one session. As a concession to the composer, the artists have separated the works. The movements which Bruch originally wrote to include the harp will be performed in the first half of the program; the remaining movements will be presented after Intermission.

**Rhapsody for Two Violas and Piano**  
CHRISTOPHER A. SCHMITZ  
(b. 1972)

Schmitz has been an Assistant Professor of Music at Southwestern College of Kansas since 2003. His jazz and classical compositions have been featured in performances at academic institutions, regional and national music conferences, award competitions, and feature films. He was winner of the Sammy Nestico Competition in Washington D.C. (2007). He holds degrees from Arizona State University and the University of Northern Iowa and is currently completing a doctorate in music composition at the University of Texas in Austin, where he studies with Donald Grantham, Yevgeny Shkarat, and Bruce Pennycook.

The composer describes Rhapsody:

Conceived as a light and somewhat “quirky” show piece, the work combines a theme and variations structure with intermittent appearances of a contrasting yet thematically related lyrical statement. Both the tonal adherence to a central key (D minor) and a generally nineteenth century approach to harmonic language constitute something of a divergence from my usual, more contemporary idiom. The dramatic trajectory of this piece follows a gradual intensification with occasional interruptions toward its final gesture.

Rhapsody was commissioned by Daniel Stevens.

**Barcarolle for Two Violas and Piano**  
PIOTR BULAKHOV  
(Transcribed by Vadim Borisovsky, 1900–1972)  
(1822–1885)

Bukalhov and his brothers were prolific writers of songs in late nineteenth century Moscow, as Russian art songs began to reflect the music of Schubert and other European composers. Vadim Borisovsky was a Russian violist and a founder of the Beethoven Quartet, which graced Russian chamber music for 50 years and premiered nearly all of Shostakovich's string quartets. He transcribed 250 works for various viola combinations—a monumental contribution to viola literature.

**Prelude, Allegro, and Pastorale**  
REBECCA CLARKE  
(Transcribed by Permission**)  
(1886–1979)

Clarke was born in Harrow, England, to a German mother and an American father who was an amateur cellist. At age eight she began violin lessons and went on to become
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Italian composer Alessandro Rolla was born in Pavia, studied in Milan, and began playing viola in La Scala at age 21. He later conducted that orchestra from 1808 to 1833 while teaching violin and viola at the Milan Conservatory. His best known pupil there was Nicolò Paganini. Rolla was an excellent violist who developed many of the ingredients of technique—fast passages in thirds and sixths, ultra-fast scales, left hand pizzicato—that Paganini later adopted for his violin and viola works. He was an early champion of Beethoven, introducing his symphonic and choral works throughout Italy and playing his chamber works at his home after retiring.

Rolla wrote over 500 compositions: 15 viola concertos, 19 violin concertos, 12 symphonies, and many chamber works, such as the viola duo performed this evening.

8 PIECES FOR TWO VIOLAS AND PIANO, OPUS 83  
MAX BRUCH  
(1838–1920)

Bruch was born in Cologne where his father was a police official and his mother a singer. He began composing at age nine; at 14 he won a prize—a four–year scholarship for advanced musical studies—and from there spent his life teaching, conducting, and composing hundreds of works in many forms. He labored in the shadow of his towering contemporary, Brahms, whom he admired and emulated. He also revered Schumann and Mendelssohn, rejected the Wagner–Liszt school, and never changed his compositional style while Strauss, Mahler, Debussy, Schoenberg, and Stravinsky were radically altering the scene. A master of orchestration with a gift for creating melody, Bruch also loved to incorporate folk tunes into his compositions, as in as the fifth movement of Opus 83.

At the age of 70, he began Opus 83 as a set of eight pieces for his son, a clarinetist. In October 1908 he wrote, “There are now five pieces for clarinet, viola, and piano, and three for the same instruments plus harp.” Perhaps because harpists were scarce, the harp part was abolished and blended into the piano part when Opus 83 was finally published in 1910. Also, Bruch provided alternative parts—violin for clarinet and cello for viola —“to increase accessibility.”

Tonight, a second viola takes over for the clarinet. This seems appropriate, since Bruch loved the viola, declaring that it “can sing a melody better than a piano, and melody is the soul of music.” (My apologies to Timothy Shook for reporting this indiscretion.) Bruch himself declared that he did not intend that all eight works should be performed at one session. As a concession to the composer, the artists have separated the works. The movements which Bruch originally wrote to include the harp will be performed in the first half of the program; the remaining movements will be presented after Intermission.

RHAPSODY FOR TWO VIOLAS AND PIANO  
CHRISTOPHER A. SCHMITZ  
(b. 1972)

Schmitz has been an Assistant Professor of Music at Southwestern College of Kansas since 2003. His jazz and classical compositions have been featured in performances at academic institutions, regional and national music conferences, award competitions, and feature films. He was winner of the Sammy Nestico Competition in Washington D.C. (2007). He holds degrees from Arizona State University and the University of Northern Iowa and is currently completing a doctorate in music composition at the University of Texas in Austin, where he studies with Donald Grantham, Yevgeny Sharlat, and Bruce Pennycook.

The composer describes Rhapsody:

Conceived as a light and somewhat “quirky” show piece, the work combines a theme and variations structure with intermittent appearances of a contrasting yet thematically related lyrical statement. Both the tonal adherence to a central key (D minor) and a generally nineteenth century approach to harmonic language constitute something of a divergence from my usual, more contemporary idiom. The dramatic trajectory of this piece follows a gradual intensification with occasional interruptions toward its final gesture.

Rhapsody was commissioned by Daniel Stevens.

BARCAROLLE FOR TWO VIOLAS AND PIANO  
PIOTR BULAKHOV  
(1822–1885)

Bukalhov and his brothers were prolific writers of songs in late nineteenth century Moscow, as Russian art songs began to reflect the music of Schubert and other European composers. Vadim Borisovsky was a Russian violist and a founder of the Beethoven Quartet, which graced Russian chamber music for 50 years and premiered nearly all of Shostakovich’s string quartets. He transcribed 250 works for various viola combinations—a monumental contribution to viola literature.

PRELUDE, ALLEGRO, AND PASTORALE  
REBECCA CLARKE  
(1886–1979)

Clarke was born in Harrow, England, to a German mother and an American father who was an amateur cellist. At age eight she began violin lessons and went on to become
an excellent violist, studying composition with C. Villiers Stanford. In 1912 she was appointed violist in the previously all-male Queens Hall Orchestra.

Clarke earned her living as a traveling soloist and teacher and found “a refuge, an outlet, and finally a passion” in composition. She traveled and performed extensively in the U.S. and Europe during the 1920s and 1930s. Clarke achieved some recognition as a composer during the late 1910s and early 1920s but her output decreased into the 1930s, possibly because of the discouragement she faced as a composer.

During a holiday to visit her brothers in the U.S., Clarke was stranded when World War II engulfed England and she was denied a return visa. As the U.S. economy shifted to wartime production, musical employment was scarce and so she found work as a nanny. In 1944, she married Juilliard piano teacher James Friskin. She virtually ceased composing and lived on in New York into her 90s. After her death, her advocates organized the Rebecca Clarke Society, which has collected her manuscripts and is gradually getting them published.

The work we hear tonight, originally written for clarinet, viola, and piano in 1941, was first performed in 1942 at a Berkeley conference of the International Society of Contemporary Music, eliciting rave reviews. Clarke was proud to be the only woman of the 30 composers on the program. The music is neo-classical. The Allegro has a driving Stravinskoid momentum; the Pastorale a wistful melodic line over an Ostinato. Music critic Calum MacDonald wrote of this piece:

[A] salutary reminder of how good she actually was…. she presents an uncommon fusion of impeccable craftsmanship with strong and piercing emotion…. The piece’s spiky counterpoint (especially the remarkable Scherzo in contrary motion) and the melancholically austere English folk–song style of the Pastorale put it among her most advanced works stylistically.

– Notes by Craig B. Leman

* Bruch’s Opus 83, published in 1910, was scored for clarinet, viola, and piano. The clarinet part was transcribed for viola by Phillip Stevens and R. J. Miller.

** Clarke’s Prelude, Allegro, and Pastorale was scored for clarinet, viola, and piano. The clarinet part was transcribed for viola by Daniel Stevens, with permission from both the Rebecca Clarke estate and Oxford Music Publishing, Inc.

** Bruch’s Opus 83, published in 1910, was scored for clarinet, viola, and piano. The clarinet part was transcribed for viola by Phillip Stevens and R. J. Miller.

** Clarke’s Prelude, Allegro, and Pastorale was scored for clarinet, viola, and piano. The clarinet part was transcribed for viola by Daniel Stevens, with permission from both the Rebecca Clarke estate and Oxford Music Publishing, Inc.

Please hold your applause until the end of the final movement.

The performers would like to thank:

Southwestern College, Winfield, Kansas, for underwriting musician travel expense
Craig B. Leman of Corvallis, OR, for the program notes
R. J. Miller of Metro State College in Denver, CO, for his assistance with the transcription of the Bruch
K.C. Strings and Anton Krutz of Merriam, Kansas, for providing Daniel’s viola
Oxford Music Press and the Rebecca Clarke estate for permission to transcribe the Rebecca Clarke Duo*
Susan Dubois, Professor of Music, University of North Texas
Ascension Lutheran Church of Wichita, Kansas, for financial support
South Kansas Symphony Advisory Board and Friends, for financial support

* Prelude, Allegro, and Pastorale by Rebecca Clarke © Oxford University Press Inc. 2000 and 2009. This transcription produced by permission of Oxford University Press. All rights reserved.
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Please make certain your cellular phone or other electronic devices are switched off. Please hold your applause until the end of the final movement.
Phillip formally began his musical education in his hometown of Kansas City, Missouri. He later received his Bachelor's degree at the University of Michigan studying with Yitzhak Schotten, and completed graduate work at Northwestern University under Peter Slowik. During this time, he won first prize in the Viola division of the 1994 National ASTA Music Competition and spent his summers studying at the Aspen Music Festival.

In Chicago, Phillip's chamber music career began as a founding member of Sheridan Chamber Players, a group which focused on performing new works by local composers and was highlighted in the Dame Myra Hess national radio broadcast. Among Phillip's solo and chamber music performances, he performs annually at the Chinitimini Chamber Music Festival in Corvallis, Oregon, and has performed in Denver with the Denali Ensemble, Ivy Street Ensemble, the Zephyr Ensemble, Metro State College's Ariel Trio, and with the Friends of Chamber Music.

Timothy Shook

Timothy Shook is Chair of the Division of Performing Arts and Professor of Music at Southwestern College where he has taught since 1988. He teaches Applied Piano, Piano Class, Music History, and Creativity. In addition he operates a large independent piano studio in Wichita, Kansas, combining group and private instruction. He holds degrees from Kansas State University, Wichita (KS) State University, and the University of Oklahoma, where he received his Ph.D.

Shook has presented workshops for music teachers throughout the Midwest, New York, Malaysia, and Singapore. In 2007, he was named the United Methodist Exemplary Teacher and was invited to be a Keynote Speaker for the Innovation Odyssey 2007 at the St. Francis Methodist School in Singapore. He has written several articles for Keys Magazine, Keyboard Companion, and Kansas Music Review. Shook is an active member of Music Teachers National Association (MTNA) through presenting papers and offering workshops. Serving in the divisional and state affiliates, he is the Composition Competition Chair for Kansas Music Teachers Association (KMTA) and for MTNA. He has presented papers and served on panels to the National Conference on Piano Pedagogy and has served as a discussion leader for the National Group Piano and Pedagogy Forum. Other distinctions include being named a Wye Faculty Seminar Fellow by The Aspen Institute.
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